Alumni Supporting
EP FELLOWSHIPs
As an EP Alum, you bring a unique and valuable perspective to our recruitment, admissions, and onboarding (RAO) processes
and know the competencies and mindsets that set Fellows up for success in placement, programming, and in the EP network.
The data shows this to be true — across the Summer and Impact Fellowships, candidates who hear about EP through an
Alumni become Fellows at the highest rate compared to any other talent channel.
In 2021, we are committed to diversifying the ways in which Alumni can support EP’s recruitment and stewardship of talent.
This document provides an overview of the different ways in which you can support our search for the next generation of
dynamic and equity-focused education leaders. In particular, we see a tremendous potential for impact by having Alumni
become more deeply involved in the onboarding function, which includes matching candidates to projects, interviewing with
partners, and entering placement and programming.
WAYS TO GET INVOLVED
Recruitment

Admissions

Onboarding

 Refer individual candidates to the
Fellowship via form on our website:
educationpioneers.org/refer

 Screen candidate applications

 Connect 1:1 with finalists about your
placement experience, skill set, career
arc, or what’s happening in the K-12
landscape(s) you work in

 Raise awareness of the Fellowship
by sharing your experience on social
media
 Connect 1:1 with qualified candidates
to share your Fellowship Experience
 Participate in webinars
 Attend or independently execute
recruitment events

 Interview candidates 1:1
 Join a group interview day as a
facilitator and observer
 Advise candidates 1:1 on how they
can prepare for success within the
selection process

 Conduct mock interviews with
candidates who are preparing for
placement interviews
 Share information about your
metro area with Fellows who will be
relocating there for the Fellowship
 Participate in webinars that prepare
Fellows to begin programming and
placement

TIMELINE OF EP SUMMER & IMPACT FELLOWSHIPS RECRUITING, ADMISSIONS, AND ONBOARDING CYCLES

SIGN UP TO SUPPORT OUR WORK
Fill out this form to sign up for the ways in which you’re interested in supporting EP
recruitment, admissions, and onboarding. An EP representative will follow up with you
to provide more information and learn more about your interests and ideas.
If you have questions, please reach out to Thalia Tirado, Director, Alumni Impact for
Education Pioneers / thalia.tirado@educationpioneers.org.

SUPPORT
OUR WORK
COMPLETE THIS FORM

